HMSC June 4th, 2008 Safety Meeting Minutes
Members present: Rick Brown, Devin Brakob, Dave Johnson, Randy Walker, Sean Matson

Walker told the ditching of the parking lot in front of the Barry Fisher Building and the holes in the pavement would soon be repaired and new asphalt applied.

Brown mentioned that roof of the RSF building is being replaced and folks are to be careful entering and around the buildings. People are to aware of the possibility of falling debris.

Safety planning for the up coming Seafest celebration on June 28 was discussed. It is hoped that people will be careful when hanging signs and other things from buildings. A locate of gas lines will be done before tent stakes are to be driven for the event.

Matson mentioned that parking in the road in front of housing was a congestion issue. He volunteered to put parking warning notices on the cars.

Matson also mentioned the streetlight in front of the Dinning Hall is still hooked up temporarily and needs to be hardwired.

It was acknowledged that the ARS Green house is wired to emergency back up power.